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Abstract

Because commercials are complex street:wee that vary along many dimensions,

e xperimental research that uses properties of camme:elels to defies stimulus

conditions is likely to suffer from inadvertent confounds. The preseat approach

e xplores some of the ways in which properties of commercials ars interrelated

with elicit other, arid with three dopeadeat variables cosmos is advertising

research: recall, recegnitioe, and ad preference. eighteen properties were

measured in sample of commercials and their values correlated and factor 0U

lysed. Multiple regeesion was used to explore combinations of the attributes

that provided the beat prediction of the three tepees,. variables. The results

are discussed to terms of their implications for !Het:oriel designs involving

properties of commercials, as well as for further understanding of the specific

stimulus dimensions examined.
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Recall, Recognition, and Preference as a Function of

1$ Properties of TV Commercials

Research oa the effects of commercial structures often involves a paradigm

is which the experineater selects several properties of ceemercials and endwise

her they affect owe or more measures of coesweer response. For example, studies

have asked whether the presence of black models in commercials affects the

liking of products or ode by black and white viewers (Reid, Retfold, A

11181); how social and objective product information affect viewer respease

(Milewski a Settle, 1919); how presence and oile of pictures affects responses

to advertised products (Ressiter a Percy, 19$0), and hew brand easing and number

of brands in as ad affect moor, (Leigh, 19$4). these factorial approaches

assume that all non-sesipulated variations in commercial structure are either

held constant or randomly distributed across the atinolue conditions so that the

effects of the manipulated variables can be observed. Unfortusately, this

essumption may not be warranted, particularly when the attain in "Beetles

(namely commercials) Sr. highly complex. Certainly the last 20 years of adver-

tising research would yield evidence that TV commereitle are complex in that

they vary along many dimensions (Schlinger, 1979; Acker a Inseams, 1911; Valls,

Leavitt, & McConville, 1971).

Simultaneous variation on many dimensions means that while an experimenter

may assume ins simple factorial design that changes in viewer response result

from manipulation of the chosen independent variables, uncontrolled variables

correlated with the manipulated variables may instead be producing the effect.

For example, if an experimenter were to look at the effects of the type of
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appeal used in commercials, say emotional as opposed to eon - emotional- -and find

that memory is better for the former type, it might well he'thet variables

confounded with those types of appeal (e.g., complexity of language, number of

scenes, level of product emphasis, or product category) were really producing the

changes. Ruse a cursory examination of emotioes1 and eon - emotional TV commer-

cials would indicate that such naturally occurring confounding is likely.

Give* the probability that inadvertent ceefousding is a potential

problem for researchers studyimg commercial structure, what solutions are

feasible' In general, multivariate approaches seem the civious avenue, and to a

limited outset they have beam used, though primarily to try to develop taxono-

mies of TV commercials (Sehlinger, l979) or to predict recall (Nonrook

Lehman, 19801 Rossiter, 1981).

The "armlet. adopted here, while sieler to these studies, raise on an ana-

lysis developed by Ruble (1910) to deal with a similar problem in psychology,

measly the complexity of dimensions aloes which words vary. Rubin selected a

sample of words, generated scores for each one of then on SI dimensions (e.g.,

imagery value, concreteness, meaningfulness), and then used regression sad fac-

tor analysis to explore how the SI dimensions were related to each other, and to

some cosmos measures of responses to words (6.4., recalling and recognising

thee, latency to nava them). Rubin recommended that the results of this analy-

sis serve as a guide to which dimensions of word variation are usually con-

founded with each other and that subsequent research should either

exparimentally control the dimensions, or refer to "factors" of variation

made up of highly correlated dimensions.

To examine the utility of approach for advertising research and par-
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titularly for TV commercials, the present study used 18 commercials selected to

be representative of variety of exseutioeal styles and products; generated

scores for each one of them on 18 dimensions of structural variation; and used

multivariate analyses to examine the rotenone among the dimensions and between

these dimensions and some common nessures of viewer response to commercials

(recalling, recognising, and liking).

Of course TV coemerciale vary @long many more dimensions than the 18 sampled

here. So the present study must be regarded as an initial attempt to test the

usefulness of the analysis. The choice of 18 stimulus dimensions wise limited to

warieles that past research had demonstrated to be promising. These varieles

were organised, for the sake of convenience, into tour classes* (1) those that

measured lsngwsge structure; (2) those that simmered the integration of infor-

mation in commercials;(3) visual measures of package Imphasis and the number of

scenes; and (4) measures of the presence of affective or emotional stimuli.

Bach of these four categories of stimulus characteristics will be examined in

detail, and then some general hypothesse @bout their relations to each other and

to recall, recognition, and liking for the commercials will be articulated.

Languamc Structure Variables

It is commonly assumed by cogiitive psychologists (Kinte.th, 1974; Klatsky,

1980), advertising practitioners, (Copies, 1977; Wright, Winter, 6 Ziegler,

1982, p. 269) and by a number of researchers in advertising, (Mutter, 1881;

Leavitt, 1968; Thorson 6 Snyder, 1984) that the language in which messages are

posed will influence responses to the messages. The present study selected

measures o' language structure that index how densely ideas are packed into what

is said, the difficulty of the grammar, and the relative emphasis given execu-

6
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ties end product. These seurs are derived from the literature on proposi-

tional tent processing (Eintsch d van Otjk, 1978: dirilo d Pose, 1980: Menai',

1980: ripped, 1980) sod are used here to analyse both the structure of the com-

mercials, md the structure of the free recall protocols that serve as dependent

measures. The following section elaborates the measures, sod briefly raters to

their theoretical justifietioe. Details of the asslysis ars available

elsewhere (Kintch b van Dijk, 1978; van DIJk, 1943, Turner b arsons, 19791

Thorom 4 Snyder, 1984).

When people listen to spoke. language, they process it at two levels. The

first is idea by ides, detailed level involving what are called mieropropositioes.

The second is by gist, that is, by the mate or summery ideas, a level involving

what ere called maerogropositions. Identifietiom of micro- sod macro-

propositions Psi developed into objectively codified system that eon be

learned in s fairly short period of time and applied reliably and consistently by

coders (Turner 4 Greens, 1979).

When applied to television eoemercials, icropropositions are organised into

sentence-like clusters (Thorsoe b Snyder, 1984), and macroproposition are

classified as being sheet product attribute information, eammerciel excution

(what happens in the coemercil), and as containing brand name references.

Propositional analysis is applied to the scripts of commercials, but it

can also be applied to what viewers recall about comenrcial. This aids con-

siderably the ability to detail the information viewers remember. Using those

propositional variables that have been shown most :Iighly predictive of consumer

memory for ads (Thorson, 198% Thorson 4 Snyder, 1984) the present study coded

seven measures on the scripts, and five measures on the viewer protocols. The

selected variables ere shown in Table 1.
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Measures of Letleal late

MINN/40M.maM
Imeert Table 1 about here

M.011M0111....
ratios

Advertisers sad creative' have lees suggested that Imtegratiou of 'seen-

tiosal elements with bread sad bread characteristic' is critically impertest to

success is commuwicating a commercial message (Wright, at el., 111112). There

have bees some experimental attempts to measure such istegraties, most notably

the work of Leavitt (19611) at the Creative Sesearch Workshop is Lao Burnett.

Building .At this research treflitiom, the istegratioe variable' chosen and

measured in the prelest study are closely pottereed after Leavitt's idea", bet

are somewhat mere general is nature.

The elements involved in the integration measures include product category,

clam. executiefel statement', and visual scales. A judgment at istegratios

betimes product and seem* (1011001-SC) wee made by 'skins if the product category

could be logically associated with the scene being presorted. Advertisimg bath

oil with a model in a bathtub vas cossidered Integrated. Talking about bet,A oil

while someone skydived was not considered integrated.

Integration between product and elate (TSOD-CL) was determined by coding whether

or sot the claims ease free epee inherent ''poet of the /roduet category or

wheber were they 'flattery (e.g., Preston, INS; 1912). "British Sterling will make

his a legend in his own ties" was not considered intlefatad. 'Musk will sake

his smell wonderful" was.

Integration cf scene and claim (SC-CL) was designed to gauge the extent to

which elsine about the product were visually demonstrated or reinforced. A pie-
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tore of a sleek car with glamorous model stroking the hoed while votes-over

talked about the comic maneuverability is peer drising conditions wee considered

law in integration. The claim that a coffee 'tastes geed like it should' pre-

sented with two people asjoyieg a cup of coffee use considered high in 2C-CL

integration.

Integration of scene and executionel statements (SC -IX) was defined in terms

of whether verbal statements visually demonstrated or reinforced accompanying

visuals. teplenetton that the common odd two elms and a cup of water to

coke is while modal did so was considered high in SC -22.

The fifth and final measure of intsgratioe hinges on research in cognitive

psychology (e.g., Branstord 4 Johnson, 1972; Meyer, 1979) and in Advertising

(e.g., Leavitt, 1942) that suggest memory strength to enhanced when viewers are

provided with early information about the content of a message. This fact

suggests that counting the seconds elapsed in a commercial before judges can

identity what product is being advertised would provide of least a rough index

of how soon a 'frame of reference' is crested. If a eimmercial is vague about

its product or wefts until late in the message to syecity either the actual

broAd or even the product category, it may be more qifficult for the viewer to

encode and later retrieve the information that was presented. For the present

set of coemerciels two *Igoe determined the slapeed time (to the nearest

second) before they recognised the product advertised. This measure (PRAMS) ens

then inversely related to the spied of establishing the category into which the

message should be stored.

9
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Measures of Affect is Commercials

Nary recast studies in advertista have examined the effect of affective r

emottemet stimuli in advertising (Lets, 1177; Ilse, Meese, Patrick, A Novicki,

19021 Mitchell, A Oleos, 1111111 Moore A !tetchiness, 1111131 Steet A Lockesby,

1184). These studies have employed various deftaittees of affect, and isdad,

it may be that as Prates A Seven (11171) point met, affect takes es 'differest

meanings at different times." Sines the present gaudy is camersed with struc-

ture within commercials rather than the structure of regattas is viewers, it

selected from the releted research four measures of affect.

The first two variables dichotomous !satellites for each geese is

the commercial sample, the occurrence of affective leagues' in product claims (CL

v/AFF) and enecutimpal statements (SXMA/APP). tadicatiems of affect is laminae

articulating product claim ea exteutiosal statements included the use of

rriSerrrion or hyperbole, reference No physical sessetiens (Taylor A Mood,

la)), use of similies and metaphors bead en physical sensation or emotions

(Golden A Johnson, 1,8)), sad direct references to mottos.

The third affective variable indexed for each commercial the percent of

scenes that contained any emotional stimulus from the following cetgoriess use

of soft-focus camera techniquis, slow motion, portrayal of emotions by charac-

ters, close-ups of (seal impression of *settee, presentation of relationships

or situations that are culturally associated with "option (e.g., weddings, or

birthdovs,) and singing and dancing or fast-paced, fun-filled activities. This

variable was defined so as to capture the Amount of time spent in the commercial

generating emotional visual Lases.

A fourth class of affective variable was lased on the long-standing distinc-

tion between rational and emotional OnecutiOnS (guchelle, 1,101 Sauer I Cox,

10
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1963; Preston, 1908; Preston 6 Seven, 1971). Although we espeeted the other

variables to be highly correlated with the degree to which a commercial used a

rational or emotional approach, it enviers/ to be an importast validity check

to have subjects classify each of the eammereisle specifically along this dimen-

sion. The result was 100 -pint Vhinkreel Sesta, where 100 wee the most

rational execution, and 0 the most emotional.

Visual Content. While several variables elreedy emphasised visual content,

two additiemal visual variables were deemed crucial. On the basis of adver-

tisers' istuitiens about getting the product package in front of the viewer and

keeping it there, variable defined by the number of seconds the package Image

was on the screen (PCRACR) was used.

A second visual variable was based on some basic literature on the pro-

cessing of television information. Watt 0 Welch (1983) have shown that the

number of scenes per unit of time effects the difficulty of understanding end

remembering televised material. In the present study, therefore, MINIS was

defined as simple count of the number of e4enes (definei by the occuriance of

edits) in each commercial.

Response Measures

Given the tmportnc of free recall in the literature of cognitive psycho-

logy and advertising, the main set of response measures were defined in free

recall protocols. However, rather than using the rather gross measure of

whether coemercil was recalled or not, the language structure variables els-.

bowed above were used to quantify how much and what information subjects were

recalling. These variables are listed in Table 1. In addition, given recent

renewal of interest in recognition, (Rrugman, 1977; Singh 0 Rothschild, 1983;
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product attributes, and executiomel derail. were also exasined. Finally, sub-

jects were asked to .ist their favorite sin commercials free those they had

watched, sod this measure was used as an indicator of likies or preference

(PSIS).

General Ibpothes..

Yields' the stimulus and response measures broadly, there appeared to be

three possible patterns of correlation. One patters would Matte based an the

assumption that viewers engage in distinct types of processiegt verbal, vitriol,

sad affective. In this case the variables carrying verbally-based inferential'

(e.g., Longues. Structure variables) would be correlated with each ether sad

with their coustarparts in the eamory-measures. The Affect isdapeadeet

variables, including the Thinkreal Scala, would be associated with each ether

and with both memory and viewer preferames. The 'Visual Costent measures (POEM

and SCENES) would be associated with brand name and package recognition. This

pattern of correlations would land credence to the idea that the processing of

commercials naturally divides into verbal, visual, and feeling fores, and that

each of these dataruina corresponding aspects of views* response.

A competing hypothesis is based on the notion that the processing of commer-

cials is liviJed according to romantic content in the commercials 1) product,

2) product attributes or claim, 3) brand none, and 4) execution, regardless of

whether that information is presented visually, verbally, or effectively.

This hypothesis predicts correlational patterns occurring consistently within the

four categories of content listed above. roe example, commercial structure

measures related to product attributes would all be correlated with each other,

12
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whether they were League's Structure, Affective, Integrative, or visual Content

sesseres, and these meeseres would be ewrrelated with all rsiponse messe-.6

related to product attributes.

Of course a third, and more conservative approach to the problem would

suggest that some factors might be defined wholly in terms of type of orocessing

required, some factors wholly in terms of semantic category, and that others

would be combination variables. this alternative is tatuitivety appealing since

commercials are complex structures that combine preesseing channels end semantic

column in various wsys.

While some advertisieg practitioners would argue that the determinant of a

commercial's memorial and effective impact is the result of a magical synthesis

of its creative elements (e.g., Della Fesina, 111701 Ogilvy, 1963, Schemes,

11174), research in cognitive psychology, marketing, mass communication effects,

end consumer tehavior argues for the amelyt... approach, particularly for memory.

For example, recall and recognition ere kno s to be predictable from language

structure in texts (..g., Kintsch, 1974, Sipped, 1981) as well as in films (e.g.

Bassett, 1111), pad commercials (..g., thereon, 1963). On the other head, there

is less evidence that prefers*, .s ere predictable from analysis of comercial

structure, and therefore prediction of Profs. xe may prove more elusiwe.

Whither recall, recognition, and preference are predicted by similar or dif-

ferent groupings of independent variables will depend, of course, on the

interrelationships In the aero-orier correlations, se well se the correlations

among the independent variables themeless.

Certainly the occurrence of significant patterns of correlation among the

10 stieulos variables themselves should serve as at warning to those who have

13
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aroused that it is possible to test simple unidimensional measures of commernel

varieties against each other. Experimental examination of such vsrisblss as

complexity, emotionality, executional style, use of humor as well as luny

other dimensions depend upon the assumption that there is not concealtant

variation among the unmanipulated dimensions. The pattern of correlation in the

variebles tested here provides an initial test of that assumption.

tho4

Overview

The data reported hers were collected in two different settings using

separate subject pools. loch manipulation, however, involved the mama set of 18

commune's, chosen to reflect venation in products advertised, executional

style, and emphasis of information or emotion.

Molten°, of the Commerciels. The 12 commercials in this study hod been

used previously (Rothschild, Thorson, leaves, Ooldstein, Nirsch, 1,23; Choi A

Thorson, 1,1.1). They were selected by laving student subjects (other than those

tested in subsequent manilstions) rank 200 commercials on @cols (TRIM:MIL)

ranging from 0 (purely emotional), through SO (a balance of ',ennui and

rational) to 100 (purely rational). Six commercials with means nearest 0, SO,

and 100, and with small standard devistions were then chosen as the stimulus

sat. This selection procedure was designed to guarantee veriance along an

enotior.el -rational dimension, as well as to reflect the :nation seen in real

life commercials. All of the comm., ale st the emotional end of the continuum

reflected only positive 'notions. 1.,us of the commercials had been shown in the

test area.

14
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Coding the Commercials

1.segusas strutters. loth the comes:nisi scripts and the viewer tree recall
protocols wets subjected to a rtopeeitirAn analysis,

guided by the coding

manual of Turner A Greene (1171). lira, each scrip, or protocol wee analysed

into its roomiest microprepositleas. The sicropropositions were chop orga-
nised into clusters. Ixecutional sod product

cheracteristic asdrepropositioes

were identified sod located is each script.
Correspooding cmutionel

eacropropositions Wets identified
sad located is the microstructure of the

viewer protocols.
suemerised values for each of the script and recall

reelable. were calculated
for each commercial and

its associated set of proto-
cols. One coder scoreA all of the protocols sad .:cripts.

Wisest Measures. Two judges viewed th. 1$ commercials sad deter-

steed the petit at which the product being advertised
became app2re,.: (FRAM)

and the length of time the package appeared en the screen (IICKA010.

A second viewing wee used to determine the number
and length (IP. seconds) et

scenes (ICK0111). loch scans wee gives a value that represented
its proportion of the

whole mesons.. For example, four-second scene in a 30 second commercial would

have a value of .13. This value was used in weighting the other affect and

integration oessurea.

Integration and Affective Nem res. Additional viewing of each message

allowed .odors to sake presence or absence Judgments
for each scene of the

following variables) PROD-SC, P200-CL, SC-12, SC-C4, CL w/Arr, BMA w/Arr, and
SC w/Vil Aff. rises values were than weighted by the proportion of the cosset-

clot that the scene represented as described above. tech variable, then, would
have a value from 0 to 1.0.

15
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The overage Interceder reliability across the ten visual, integretion, and

effective erisbles coded was 6.51

Retell and Recognition Procedures. The subjects in this manipulation were

64 undergraduate students (21 males) enrolled in en introductory advertising

course end given course credit for their participation. they were tested at the

boatman of the semester, end were recruited by "mess cemmunicatiee

researcher who vas interested in humor is situation comedies." The students

were given course credits for their participation.

Tested in groups of 10 or fever, the students viewed the IS cutmerciels

embedded in two 30-sinute situation comedies (PhYllis nud Ike Seedy lunch). The

students viewed the commercials in one of thee cousterbelenced orders.

After viewing, the subjects were informed that the cast goal of the study was

to test their memory for commercials. Immediately thereafter, the students

filled out a Retell instrument that contained IS sets of blanks for information

shout product, breed name, claim, end execution. The instructions embed the sub-

jects to retell as many commercisle se possible end as many items of information

about each commercial se possible.

After recalling, the students filled out the Recognition instrument. It

contained, for each commercial, five-elternstive recognition Peeks for oroduct,

brand, claim, and droving of the package. The four cstegories for each ed

appeared to the fixed order of product, brood, cleft, end pecksge, but the

orders of the commercisle were esndomixed SCIVIS respondents.

preference Measures. 111 subjects in this portion of the study were 60

undergreduste students (32 males) enrolled in the same introductory sdvertising

course se thy memory group, but during a different semester. They were also

16
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given course credit for their participative. The students viewed the 18 commer-

cials in one of three sessions, with the order of presentation varied for sash

administration. The commercials were net embedded in programming. Immediately

after viewins, the students filled out the Preference instrument. In that

instrument, the students were asked to select aim of the 111 commercials that

they would prefer to have included in as upcoming (though fictitious) situation

where they would have to vetch the commercials repeatedly. For each commercial

it was determined what percentage of students had Included it in his/her list of

a preferred sin. The highest percent of subjects mantles a commercial wee

117111 the lowest was 311.

Results

Three kinds of analyses were applied to the results. First, factor analyses

of the stimulus and response measures allowed evaluation of the competing

hypotheses about how ultimo organise intonation from the commercial messes's.

Second, sero-order correlations between stimulus and response variables allowed

evaluation of the degree of patterning in relationships between the Language

Structure, Integration, Visual, and Affect measures, and memory and preference.

finally, stepwise linear regressions allowed deternination of how well the

response neasurec could be predicted from the stimulus measures.

factor Analyses of the Script and Ferisrmance Variables

Tables 2 and 3 show the results of factor analyses of the script and perfor-

mance variables. loth analyses were via a principal components solution with

unity in the diagonal, Varimax orthogonal rotations, and with 'igen values nt

1.00 used as the criterion for retaining factors.

for the stimulus variables, fife factors accounted for SOS of the variance,

while for the performance variables, four factors accounted for 7,2 of the
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verbiage. Intrestingly, the hypotheel that semantic content variables

(product, product attribute, bread A excutiom) would dtrmiee the corrletion

patters' feud more support is the
factor analyses than did the type-fi-

prcssiee hypothesis. As can be seen in the factor names supplied is Tables 2

and 3, categories of content dominate. Mere is no indictioe of elmatring

among the mesteres contained is the four gamine dilemas's, language, iategra -

ties, effect I visual, escape
for the illtSTStiell factor in tale 2. Of course

vith larger simple of ceemercials aid the oddities of other stimulus and

response variables, the structure of thee fee:ore might change, but it seer
unlikely that the strong tendency toward organisation by semantic content este-

series would be effected to sibnificent degree.

....0110MM....11.41. .....0...1114.1.

Insert Tables 2 end 3 shout here

................................

The factor analysts of the response sissies (Table 3) is equally streight-

forward. The first factor includes most of the seseures of output in the free

recoil protocols of the viewers. The second factor relates to knowing the brand

same, since that would lead to both trend name recognition and package recogni-

tion. 'actor 3 indicates relationship between recoiling the name of the pro-

duct and failing to recognise the claims made about it. While this result could

ha explained by commercials either emphasising name to the seclusion of details

about the product, or vice versa, the
insignificant though positive correlation

between the two stimulus measures (.21) argues against it. The final factor

consists of Preference.

18
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Correlations letween Stimulus sod Reseonse Measures

Pohl' 4 shows the sere-order correiseions between the stimulus sod response

'poseur's. As cos be ores, the LNIMMO Structure variables did rusts sismiti -

'loony to the memory measures, porticelerly to how many ideas the viewers

gonersted (I -NI), how many product attributes they generated (R-PROOKA), sad to

product recogeitiom (PROD ROC). Longues. Streeter' (RONA sod RESIES) also

correlated with preferews. People tended to dislike commercials that had lot

of verbal !atonalities about the product.

The Integretiom measure" were sloe significantly reisted to Newry. In this

e sse, however, specific letegration wooer's were correlated with recoil sod

recessities measures 4a a pattern that sight set be intatively expected. For

example, P100-CI. sad SC-PROD IstesrAties were sot sigeificently correlated with

R-PROONA, sitheggh the correistiome .pproashsd sienificsace. Seth of these

product-rafted !aigrettes measures wers, however, completed with PROD RIC.

While SC-BS Integretiom wee correlated with R-RONA .s sight be expected, it vas

not correlated with the percent of viewers who recoiled memos (11-21C). SC-PROD

Ietegretioft however, was highly correlated with 1-21C. Amd, .gain rather

o utprisingly, two of the Integration measures were also reisted to Preference.

Therefore while the Integration measures were reisted to memory, there were some

significent variations from simple pattern.

Insert Tea' 4 shout here

Seth SCONES and MOM, measures of visual content, were misted to mown

with longer PCKACZ times also negetiwely associated with Preference.

.19,
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Surprisingly, MUGS and package recognition (PIG RIC) were not correlated.

Also, contrary to predictioes, the IntOUCSO of Affect were not strrnely related

to memory, but were highly associated with Preference.

Looking overall at the table of correlations, some geseraliestions abaft the

relative strength of the four classes of stimulus variables end their rela-

tionships to the responses cam be made. Recall gni Pretenses were Highly

correlated with the stimulus measures. Recognition measures, except for PROD

RIC, were not correlated with stimulus measures. wmelysing each of the four

stbmaus fileensioes individually, it can be seen that of the possible carrels-

close between Lamsuage Structure and the dependent meesures, 162 of the correla-

tions with Recall measures were significant, 112 of the Recognition, and 292 of

the Preference ',assures were significant. The Intesrstioe measures showed

higher percentages of significant correlatioest S72 with Recall, 252 with

Recosnition, a6d SO2 with Preference. The two visual meanness showed 362 sisal -

ficent correlations with Recall, 02 with Recognition, and SOX with Preference.

Finally, Affect shoved only 62 and S2 significant correlations with Recall and

Recognition, respectively, but 802 with Preference. This petters would seem to

indicate that for viewer memory, integration of Uses is particularly Mapertnnt,

with other dimensions less so. Preference, on the other hand, wee related to

all tour dimensions of stimulus
variations, although the Affect dimension was

most strongly correlated with it.

Prediction of the Response Measures

The results of stepwise
regressions predicting the recall and recognition

measures are shown in Takla S. As would be expected from the sero -order corre-

lations, the recall measures
were better predicted then were the vecognitton

measures (except for product recognition).

20
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Insert Table S about here

Two evaluations of statistical
significance were applied to the present

results. Ono was the standard ',dimities involving the F statistic. %waver,

McIntyre, Meetgemery,
Co Volts (1943) have shown that this criterion

is not 'unto:featly rigorous for regressions developed with the stepwise analy-

sis and therefore the results of
applying their statistic for evaluating !!, the

Cumulative al distribution, dre also shown. The regression equations with 42

marked with a could be expoctod to reoccur with little change In a replication

sample. This evaluation leaves the same Gemmel pattern of results umehanged

except that Preference was me longer significantly predicted.

ftscussiso

Though the present study involved limited samples of stimulus dimens!ons and

comercials, the sighed and Ito results have implications for research us the

e ffects of advertising messages.

First, the stimulus variables did cluster into factors. This demonstrated

that selection of commercials as exemplars on ems stimulus dimension can easily

bring about coefounding with other dissension.. A good example would be the

linkages between emotional strategies and language structure. If such correla-

tion. can be seen in a small sample of commercial dimensions, there exists

significant likelihood of finding many sore linimp.li when more dimension. are

' espied. This means, of course, that typical factorial designs used to dhow the

e ffects of chosen independent variables will
probably be difficult if not

impossible to interpret as free from stimulus confounding.

21
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Giese the demonstrated strength of the present sample of stimulus interrela-

tionships in commercial structure, as immediate question concerns the alter-

n atives the resserLber has to coalesce on factorial de.ligne. Is the mess

communication literature, Jacksee II Jacobs (1,13) have suggested researchers

o ust include pumber of exemplars of each cstegory of message tooted so that

results can be interpreted as meaning more than that individual idiesyeeratic

messages have effects. While this suggestion is certainly of relevaece to such

of the research in which commercials ars the messages, it would met solve the

coacomitast variation problem. To demosetrate that this is the case, consider a

sample of ten emotional commercials as representing the category "seetiosal."

Sven if these commercials consistently produced a certain effect on responses

(for example, being remembered or liked more than nonremotioes1 commercials) the

fact that all of the tee will simultaneously vary o other highly correlated

dimensions means that attributing the differences to "emotional structure' in

and of itself is inappropriate. The rowdy must therefore go beyond larger sti-

mulus samples.

An alternative approach is further studies like the present one, but which

include wider sets of stimulus variables end larger wimples of commercials.

Such studies should lead to a taxonomy of comeercial structure that would be

available to researchers planning factorial designs. In this way independent

manipulations of concomitant variables could sometimes be accomplished. Or when

exemplars could not be found that dissassociated the variables of interest, at

least this fact would be clear for the interpreter of the studies. belied, in

the area of verbal learning the impossibility of experimental dissociation has

occurred, in the case of the imagery value of words and their concreteness

22
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(Rubin, 1100) as well ee in the case of letter frequency in words sad the regu-

larity of their spelling patterns (Mauro, Jeetraembeki, I Lucas, 1,00). Chet

unavoidable reuidusl comcomitsmt varieties exist in commercial structure would

not therefore be eurprieing.

23
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Table 1

Language Structure Variables Mensal in Commercial
and Viewer Recall

Cemercil Structure Messer'

1) Member et micrepropeeitiess (MI)

2) Amber et mserepropitiee (Mb)
related to protect attributes
(FNMA)

3) Number et NA's related to what
happens in the commercial (MINA)

4) Number of clusters (CLUB)

S) Sias (in number et Ml) of the
clusters ceetainina
PSOOMAs (PROM $121)

4) Sise (in number et Mle) of the
clusters casualties
'SNAG (AK 1111)

I) Iraq name MA' (MANS)

Viewer Recall Measures

Number of micreproposition is
recall (11-N1)

*amber of Neempropeition (MA')
related to proioct attributes
(1 -PROONA)

Number of recalled MA' related to
what happens is the commercial
(R-SXMA)

Member of clusters is recall (A-CLOS)

Percale of viewers recants{ grand
(6-211), Claim (11-2CL), and
Oconee (1-2SC)
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Table 2

factor Analysis* of Commercial Attributes
(Sorted Notated Teeter Loadings)

Commercial
Attributes

factors

Information Claim lescutiem Integration 'rand Nemo

TNINUCKL ICALI .92 .00 .00 .00 .00

PROD $121 -.90 -.33 .00 .00 .00

NI .89 .00 .00 .00 .00

IC v/VIS AFT -.Si .00 .00 .00 .00

TON NA .72 .00 .00 .00 .33

RI MB .56 .00 -.38 .00 .00

PROD-CL .00 .78 -.32 .00 .00

IC -CL .00 .77 .00 .42 .00

ICINU .00 -.73 .00 .00 .00

PCIA08 .43 .72 .00 .00 .43

CL WATT -.34 .52 .00 .00 .00

DNA .00 .00 .88 .00 .00

CLUB .00 .00 .74 .00 .50

BMA IOW .00 -.61 .67 .00 .00

11C-9111NA .00 .00 .65 .40 -.51

PROD -IC .00 .00 .00 .92 .00

FOAM -.28 -.35 .00 -.71 .00

NAM .00 .00 .00 .00 .87

2 Variance
accounted for .15 .16 .11 .06 .06

e
factors account for 602 of the variance.
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Table 3

Factor Amalysiall of Recall, necessities, and M Preference Massaro.
(Sorted Set4ted Factor Loadings) 4

Performsece

1100111.1...IIIIII.I. glumly .1111.
Factors

Measures
gen..

Recall
Product Mime
Recognition

4.00.1

Brand Mae
and Claim Liktits

11.1.14.0111=0.1 10
il -MI .93 .00 00 00

R -2 CL .64 .00 .00 .00

1-2 SC .63 .00 .00 .00

R-PROmmt .76 .00 -.37 .00

R-SXMA .73 .30 .00 ' .00

PROD INC .66 .00 .25 -.45

FRO INC .00 .95 .00 .00

OR RIC .00 .119 .00 .00

2-2 RR .00 .00 .119 .00

CL RIC .34 .00 -.63 .00

PRIMP .00 .00 .00 .93

2 Variance
accounted for .37 .17 .15 .10

*
Factors account for 792 of the variance.
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181184

IstereerrelatItas of Cesiesrelal Attributes And Recall

Reeeseltleu sod Ad *refer'e'e

.

lieepeue
Neeeures

Leagues' Structure Iategretloe 'levels Afton

NI CLUB MIA rou WS
PROD II
sus sus

nob-
HAIR CL

se- sc-
CL ium

-sc-
POD Pawn scats

CL IIMA
War r/Arr

SC/w
ns
AFT

TUSK
mi.

ICUS Jo,

R-Rt .30 .01 -.12 .43* .30* -.33* -.04 -.47* .49* .71* .14 .43' .42* -.36 -119 .36 -.33 .39

I-CLOS -.09 -.27 -.37 .18 .17 .28 -.17 -.!l* JO* .60 .31 .63* .21 -.43" -.00 -.37 -.06 .18

RPIOOKA .37* .31 -.16 .36* .49* .68* .13 .32* .36 .41* .06 .39 .33* .17 -.16 -.2S -.48* .38*

R-MIA .04 -.26 .14 .12 .10 -.32 .08 -.28 .40* .60* .43* .40" .20 -.37* -.06 -.32 -.18 .21

R-2 SI -.63* -.02 -.18 -.26 -.14 .24 -.24 .08 .27 .41* .22 .31 .08 -.33* -.11 -.02 .33 -.36

1-2 CL .30 .17 -.13 .36 .33 -.34 -.06 -.400 .18 .36 .13 .30" .23 -.14 -.13 .14 -.10 .37

I-2 SC -.21 .10 -.u1 -.16 .37 -.00 -.22 -.37 .32 .37* .33* .76" .13 -.27 .03 -.09 .13 .12

PROD SIC .23 -.06 -.27 .40* .03 -.40* -.43* -.62* .63* .34* .21 .40" .34 .36 -.12 .21 -.39 .34

SI RIC -.13 -.29 -.27 .13 .21 -.16 -.03 -.06 -.02 .06 -.07 -.06 -.20 -.22 -.36 -.11 -.03 .07

CL*RIC .34 .07 -.02 .13 .21 -.23 .20 .08 .38 .26 .01 -.03 .36 -.26 .14 -.34 -.22 .23

PRO RIC -.04 -.16 -.02 .06 .17 -.08 -.06 .10 .I3 .01 .01 -.36 .22 -.01 .460 -.06 -.08 -.04

PRP -.33 .16 .32* -.33 -.17 .37 -.47* -.03 .42* -.13 .32* .03 -41* .19 -.08 JO* .31* -.42*

*e.10

32
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l
Cennereial Attributes and Standardised Seta

Galician, la Stepwise Repressiess Prediction
Resell, leeeguities, and Al Pretenses

Response
Measures

atingle. Variables Statistics

Lammas. Simeon ASfeet lategraties Visuals R2 Ilad,

I -Mi PROD RISS ( -.31) 2 CL M/APOCT SC-CL (.72) .73 .66+ 12.92" 3,14
( -.31)

RCIOS - - SC-CL (.49) - .61 .56+ 11.67" 2,15
PROOOC (.42)

1.4100NA CLOS (.35) - PROMC (.43) - .75 AS+ 12.71" 3,14
PROD 6/21 ( -.61)

11164 - IC-CL (.60) - .36 .32 9.05" 1,16

1 -2 61 MI (.66) S CL 6/62/ICT PCRAOR (.43) 43 .77+ 15.63** 4,13
( -.41) WINKS ( -.33)

I-2 CL !ROMA (.40) ..- 1,109-11C (.50) -- .41 .33 5.1S* 2,15

I-2 SC -- -- SC-II (.33) -- .67 .63+ 15.53** 2,15
PROSAIC (.66)

PROD 12C 1100MA (.66) LIMA II/AFFICT PROWL (1.22) POW (-.41) .11 .75+ 10.96" 5,12
(.60) SC-II (.34)

II SIC . MEM IMM r .1411 IMM

CL IBC MM M. .111MMO MEM GEM

PRO RIC CL W/APTICT MEM 411111 .21 .16 4.23 a.s. 1,16
( -.46)

PRO MA (.52) 111. 411111 MEM .27 .23 6.06* 1,16

tigc.OS mimpA.01
+ Sloalficest under the Cumulative R2 Distribution ClO, 20, 1.05)


